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Wide Angle Tasmania Overview

Wide Angle Tasmania (WAT) is a not-for-profit screen resource organisation that has been incorporated
since January 2005.

Wide Angle Tasmania provides emerging and mid-level screen practitioners state-wide with opportunities
such as screenings, workshops, master-classes, equipment hire, production support and targeted projects.
Our programme extends skills, facilitates screen community building, and supports the development and
growth of the screen industry in Tasmania. We respond to the changing needs of the Tasmanian screen
community by inspiring, nurturing and providing tangible opportunities for screen content creators state-wide.
Wide Angle Tasmania operates with 3 permanent part time staff (equaling 1.7 FTE) and a volunteer board of
management that provides high level expert advice.

Wide Angle Tasmania receives operational and project funding from Screen Australia and Screen Tasmania.
We also generate income via our equipment hire business, our professional development services and other
partnerships.

Our Mission

Wide Angle Tasmania’s aim is to support a vibrant and growing screen culture and nurture Tasmanian talent.

Our Objectives

Objective 1: Motivate, excite and inform Tasmanians about the cultural, creative and career opportunities
that exist within the screen sector.

Objective 2: Develop and foster the skills of Tasmanian screen practitioners.

Objective 3: Provide access to resources and expertise to promote professional development,
peer interaction, quality and innovation in screen production.

Objective 4: Encourage and facilitate collaborative projects with cultural and professional
development outcomes.

Objective 5: Engage Tasmanian audiences through presentation of screening programs.

Objective 6: Raise awareness of the role of Wide Angle Tasmania in the screen industries.

Objective 7: Continue to build resources to ensure a sustainable organisation.

Objective 8: Maintain a positive, effective and energetic Board and employees.

Postcard design by Tamzen Roberts
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President’s Report

2010 came and went with the speed and conviction of Wide Angle
Tasmania’s ability to move forward no matter what changes befall us in either
programing, finance or staffing.

This year has seen the resignation of Bev after 3 years of loyalty and
dedication and at this stage I would like to thank her on behalf of the board for
the enormous amount of work she undertook in seeing us through difficult
financial times to a now triennial agreement with Screen Tasmania and
Screen Australia.

Her leaving has seen the arrival of Abi as our new general manager and in
welcoming her aboard I note that she has marked her standing as equally as

strong and dedicated to Wide Angle’s cause in just a short time.

As we begin a new year I hope that the new training program that Screen Tasmania is moving towards will
see a growth in Wide Angle’s financial support to fulfil the proposed changes.

It is with great pride that I always see Wide Angle wade through a mire of difficult times to come out stronger
and more determined to support our emerging filmmakers and nurture the ever growing sea of talent that
lands on our doorstep every day seeking guidance and electronic sustenance.

Without a strong dedicated staff this would not be possible and it is to them I say a sincere thankyou. Abi,
Jemma, Jo and Rose are always there and are the backbone of Wide Angle.

Finally I would like to welcome Kath Symmons and Kate Nash to the board and thank them as I do Tony, Sharon,
Larry, Di, Dan, Carolyn and George for their tenacity, good will and constant support in making a small
organisation like Wide Angle Tasmania a recognisable force in Tasmanian screen culture.

Graham Gates
President
Wide Angle Tasmania Inc
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Wide Angle Tasmania and Screen Development Australia

Screen Development Australia is the national coalition of member organisations; QPIX (QLD), Metro Screen
(NSW), Open Channel (VIC), Media Resource Centre (SA), the Film and Television Institute (WA), and Wide
Angle Tasmania (TAS). The SDA network is a durable one, with most centres having been active for over 25
years.

Wide Angle Tasmania’s membership of Screen Development Australia since July 2007 has been a crucial
step in our ability to respond to the national agenda. Membership of SDA enabled WAT to be a partner in
delivering the national low budget short film making project Raw Nerve for the first time in Tasmania in 2008.
Membership of SDA has also enabled WAT to negotiate on a national level with both our local screen agency
and Screen Australia in order to achieve triennial, tripartite funding.

Individual centres operate through a mix of state and federal funding, with a significant proportion of turnover
raised through earned revenue and for some centres, corporate support. All centres are not-for-profit,
membership based companies with any surpluses invested directly into achieving organisational objectives.
Those objectives mirror the national endeavour of building the screen industry in Australia.

SDA centres primarily cater to the early-career to mid-career screen practitioners with more advanced
practitioners regularly contributing as tutors, mentors, producers and board members. Our centres, through
a variety of programs and services, provide diverse pathways into the industry. The SDA centres also provide
crucial links between industry, screen agencies and investment bodies.

Screen Development Australia plays a key role in furthering the federal Governments’ ambition to create a
progressive and sustainable national screen industry, and in doing so each centre partners with its local state
film agency.

SDA centres occupy a vital strategic position in the industry, providing comprehensive support services to
filmmakers including production schemes (such as Raw Nerve), professional development, access to
equipment and facilities, networking, mentoring and advisory services.

SDA centres are uniquely positioned to comment on the future needs of the screen sector as we engage daily
with filmmakers at all stages of career development. Each year thousands of filmmakers come through our
collective doors to access our people and programs.

As a result we have an impressive alumni of members who have gone on to develop their place in the screen
industry. Our alumni return to SDA centres to connect with the latest generation of filmmakers and to share
their skills and experiences. This significantly stimulates and contributes to a sustainable and creative screen
culture, which in turn stimulates industry development.

Production outcomes are at the core of our activity with each centre hosting a valuable back catalogue of
quality productions across genres, forms and durations, currently conservatively estimated at over 15,000
works.

The SDA independent enterprise model is nimble and responsive to constituent needs, whilst also able to
deliver priority outcomes as defined by client needs and government policy. The current modest federal
government investment of $1.49 million per annum delivers a national network of screen resource
organisations that are crucial to the growth of a national film industry.
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General Manager’s Report

Wide Angle Tasmania is a vital organisation that provides practical support to screen practitioners and
actively seeks to build the skills and network of practitioners statewide. With a diverse and growing
membership base, we provide timely advice and referral to emerging and mid-career screen practitioners.

With the aim of providing access to resources and building skills, we continue to offer broadcast quality
production and post-production equipment at subsidized rates to emerging filmmakers and community
organisations that create screen content. Our calendar of events for 2010 included a wide range of offerings
to foster the development of skills in the sector – highlights included the Director/Actor Collaborations
conversation between Michael James Rowland and Don Hany and the master class series provided by David
Bradbury.

Raw Nerve is a national production initiative funded by Screen Australia that supports emerging filmmakers to
produce their first low-budget short film. This initiative provides a number of benefits to the local industry,
including direct, practical on-going training in industry standard practice for three successful applicants and
their immediate team each year. As the profile of these films increase, a growing number of experienced
local crew contribute their time and expertise to support the production of the Raw Nerve films. Three films
were produced through Raw Nerve 2010 – Exit, Pursued by A Bear by Sara Pensalfini Brown, Thicker Than
Water, by Daniel Speed and Slashed, by Rebecca Thomson. Each of the filmmakers received incredible
support and mentoring from the local film industry and the specialist services of Jonathan Dawson as Script
Editor, Roger Scholes as Supervising Producer & Mike Gissing in post. Bev Jefferson and Graham Gates
contributed throughout in their role as Executive Producers. An appreciative audience of more than three
hundred attended the premiere screening of the films in December.

We are now seeing the success of the Raw Nerve initiative in terms of providing career pathways for
emerging Tasmanian practitioners into the screen industry. The films produced in 2008 & 2009 have been
well-received on the festival circuit, screening at international and prestigious national festivals including St.
Kilda and Heart of Gold. We are pleased to see Raw Nerve graduates continuing to produce films, start
businesses in the film industry, win places in film schools and support the work of others in the industry.

In August of this year, Bev Jefferson left Wide Angle Tasmania to pursue new projects locally and overseas.
Bev assumed the role of GM in June 2007, and over the next three years worked incredibly hard to ensure
Wide Angle Tasmania operated as a robust organisation that could respond to the needs of the local industry.
With openness, energy and a commitment to helping the career aspirations of local filmmakers, Bev steered
WAT to secure tripartite funding, expand the base of equipment and bring WAT into the national network of
Screen Development Australia. With Bev’s ongoing support in the hand-over and the Board’s expertise,
insight and support, I stepped into a well-run organisation in October of this year. I would like to thank Jemma,
Jo and Rose for helping me to hit the ground running in my role as General Manager.

We are fortunate to be governed by a positive, effective and energetic Board of Management. In 2010 the
Office bearers were Graham Gates (Chair), Tony De Cesare (Deputy Chair), Larry Hude (Treasurer) and
Dianne Nicol (Secretary & Public Officer). Our members included Sharon Connolly, Daniel Speed, Carolyn
Frichot, George Underwood, and new to the board in 2010 – Kath Symmons & Kate Nash.

We look forward to an inspiring and successful 2011.

Abi Binning
General Manager
Wide Angle Tasmania Inc.
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Raw Nerve 2010

Raw Nerve is a national initiative delivered by Wide Angle Tasmania in partnership with Screen Australia and
Screen Development Australia. This scheme provides film makers with the opportunity to produce short films,
supported by each state member of Screen Development Australia. Each of the film makers selected were
given access to production and post production equipment, script editing, mentoring, a colour grade, a sound
mix, full insurances, and a launch. The Supervising Producer for Raw Nerve 2010 was Roger Scholes, and the
Script Editor was Jonathan Dawson. The panel that selected the four films to be made comprised;
Sharon Connolly – Writer, Script Editor, Director and Producer of documentaries, TV drama, feature films
and multimedia titles with more than 25 years experience in the Australian film and television industry.
Sharon has also held senior executive and board positions with Film Victoria and Film Australia Limited (now
absorbed into Screen Australia). Sharon is also on the Wide Angle Tasmania board. Sally Browning – Writer,
Director, Producer and currently Investment Manager Drama, (Production Investment) at Screen Australia.
Jonathan Dawson – Screen Writer, Academic and Film Critic, and Roger Scholes – Independent Producer,
Writer and Director.

Exit, Pursued By a Bear

Director Sara Pensalfini Brown
Writer Sara Pensalfini Brown
Producer Daniel Weavell
Synopsis
Madeline is reaching middle life. She is disconnected from her
husband and when her mother in law dies, she is thrown into a
child-like state of ‘wanting’. Haunted by her past and hunted
down by the bear she created decades earlier, Madeline finally
stops running and returns to the place where fear is a wonder.

Thicker Than Water

Director Daniel Speed
Writer Daniel Speed
Producers Daniel Speed, Dominique Hurley, Carolyn
Frichot
Synopsis

Once inseparable, brothers Darkie and Blondie have taken very
different paths. Reunited at the farm they grew up on, both try to
repair a relationship damaged by separation, shifting ideologies
and dark memories of their late father.

Slashed

Director Rebecca Thomson
Writer Claire D’Este
Producer Rogan Brown
Synopsis
As Renata, medical receptionist and Star Police tv show
enthusiast, writes an alternative ending to a dramatic showdown
between tired space cop, Draker and his nemesis Thrax, a real
life showdown is happening between herself and Frieda, a
dubious patient in the doctor’s surgery. But do Renata and Frieda
have more in common than they realise? And have Draker and
Thrax’s many years as adversaries brought them only closer
together?
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Artwork for Thicker Than Water – Catherine Derrick
Artwork for Slashed, Exit, Pursued by a Bear & Raw Nerve 2010 by Tamzen Roberts
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Training and Development Programme

In 2010, WAT presented an innovative and exciting professional development programme.

We thank the following industry practitioners with whom we worked and collaborated in 2010.

Louise Alston All My Friends are Leaving Brisbane seminar

Greg Barnes The Trial seminar

David Bradbury David Bradbury Masterclass & seminars

Rogan Brown Tropfest seminar

Darren Cordeux Amplified: Music Video Seminar

Jonathan Dawson Judge Tasmanian Tropfest Prize,

Cinema and Screenplay workshops

Tutor and Judge The Screen Development Australia Pitch

Raw Nerve Script Editing Consultant

Specialist Advisory Service Mentor

Caleb Doherty Steadicam Demonstration

Di Drew Judge Tasmanian Tropfest Prize

Specialist Advisory Service Mentor

Rebecca Fitzgibbon Judge Amplified: Music Video Competition

Graham Gates Judge Tasmanian Tropfest Prize

Camera and Sound for Documentary course

Mike Gissing Mike Gissing Studio Tour

David Gurney Judge of The Screen Development Australia Pitch

SPAA forum

Judge Amplified: Music Video Competition

Don Hany Actor-Director Relationships

Bronwyn Kidd Flickerfest Marketing & Distribution Seminar

Trish Lake The Pitch seminar

Toe Zaw Latt Burma VJ Screening

Tim Logan SPAA Forum

Josh Logue Amplified: Music Video Seminar

Rachel Lucas Music Video Course

Andrew McPhail SPAA Forum

Evan Maloney SPAA Forum

Dick Marks Tutor and Judge The Screen Development Australia Pitch

Specialist Advisory Service Mentor

Troy Melville Tutor Final Cut Pro

Andy Muirhead Tropfest MC

Andrew Nash Camera and Sound for Documentary course
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Beginner’s Editing course with iMovie

Kate Nash Burma VJ Screening

Helen Ransom Judge Amplified Music Video Competition

Joan Robinson The Trial seminar

Michael James Rowland Directing Feature Films & Actor-Director Relationships

Roger Scholes Supervising Producer Raw Nerve

Rose Schramm Tutor Premier Pro

Ben Shedd Beyond the Frame: Introducing FullDome seminar

Karena Slaninka Judge of The Screen Development Australia Pitch

Rebecca Thomson Tropfest seminar

Stephen Vagg All My Friends are Leaving Brisbane seminar

Caroline Waters Managing Short Films course

Shaun Wilson Tropfest seminar

IN SUMMARY

Total number of days of short courses held 8

Total number of people attending short courses 49

Total number of Masterclasses 6

Total number of people attending masterclasses 58

Total number of tutors/ assistants employed by training program 18

Number of seminars 10

Number of people attending seminars 547

Number of Australian filmmakers/ special guests facilitating sessions 17

Raw Nerve 2010 Screening. Photos by Troy Melville, Move Media
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Production Support Services

Equipment Hires

After a large increase in rentals in 2009, our equipment hire revenue was slightly lower in 2010 than
anticipated. We continue to courier equipment statewide for no extra cost to not for profit or emerging
practitioners hirer, in order to help overcome the disadvantage of distance that regional film makers may
face.

Number of units of equipment and facility hire (excluding training courses) 868

Number of clients using equipment and facilities (excluding training courses) 151

Equipment and Training Subsidies

All items of equipment for hire through WAT have a three tiered pricing structure. Commercial hires incur a
cost similar to a price that would be paid at hire companies on the mainland. Not for profit and community
organisations receive a 40% discount, and emerging film makers receive a further discount that equates to a
60% discount on commercial hire costs.

WAT is regularly approached by emerging film makers and community organisations to access our
equipment at discounted rates. Offering a subsidised rate of equipment hire is often the difference between a
project going ahead or a project being stymied by a lack of resources. Similarly, training bursaries allow
people who are experiencing financial difficulties the opportunity to take part in professional development
activities.

Number of programs produced through subsidy schemes (excluding training courses)
Productions known to have Wide Angle Tasmania credits

10

Total $ value of production subsidies (excluding training course subsidies) $23 635
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Screenings

The aim of our screening programme is to encourage discussion, debate and appreciation for the work of
emerging film makers. Anyone with an interest in film is able to enjoy viewing works from around the state and
around the country in an informal and relaxed atmosphere. Programmes screened in 2010 include;

 Tasmanian Animations
 Tasmanian Music Videos
 Tropfest 2010
 Tasmanian Tropfest 2010

IN SUMMARY

Number of screening events 10

Total number of screening sessions held 10

Number of films screened in total 84

Number of films entered
(where screening event involves competition)

16

Total number of people attending
(Not including Hobart Tropfest Screening - audience 2800)

708

Number of Australian documentaries screened 6

Number of Australian short films screened 61

Number of Australian animations screened 17
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Marketing and Promotion

Screen practitioners are comfortable with electronic media channels, so WAT mainly promotes events,
activities and opportunities through electronic channels. It is also a cost efficient means of distribution for an
organisation with a small marketing budget.

Websites

WAT Website
All upcoming events and news is regularly updated on our website. Our website hits have increased from
15 000 per month in 2009 to 26 000 a month this year. We keep our website up to date with the latest
opportunities available for screen content practitioners.

Other Websites
We have links to our page featured on a wide range of appropriate websites, and we also provide links to
organisations and resources that may benefit our members.

Wide Angle Tasmania Email Bulletins

Subscribers to our free email bulletin receive regular updates, and we have 740 + regular subscribers. This
number is up by 12% from last year. We emailed 22 bulletins in 2010.

Social Networking
The latter part of 2010 saw an increased emphasis on connecting with our community and providing small
updates that would be of interest via Facebook and Twitter. This is increasingly being accessed by our
members as a way to connect with each other as well as being updated on WAT events and news.

Screen Tasmania
We alert Screen Tasmania to events that will be of interest to their subscribers, and they send out the
information on request to all their subscribers.

ABC online
We lodge our events and activities for free on ABC online.

arts@work
We alert arts@work to events that will be of interest to their subscribers, and they send out the information
on request regarding professional development opportunities to their 1700 + subscribers.

Events Tasmania
We lodge our events and activities for free on the Events Tasmania website.

Screen Hub
As a member of Screen Hub, we lodge our events and activities on the Screen Hub website, and news of our
events is distributed via their national email news.

Media
Any newsworthy events we are involved in are accompanied by a Media Release, and follow up phone calls are
made to key media outlets to see if they will pick up our story. We have had a number of excellent media hits
in 2010, including;

 16 radio interviews
 16 stories in The Mercury, The Advocate &The Examiner

We anticipate that we will continue to build upon the good relationships we have fostered with key media
identities in 2011.

Sponsorships
WAT is regularly approached by emerging film makers and community organisation’s to access our
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equipment at discounted rates. Part of our conditions of reduced fees or sponsorship involve appropriate
acknowledgement of our support on all of their publicity materials.

Word of mouth
In a small state, the importance of word of mouth cannot be over estimated. WAT has strong alliances with
people and organisations state-wide, and this produces a flow on effect of raising our profile.

DVD Catalogue and Tailored Screenings

In 2010 WAT staff maintained a DVD Catalogue, comprising all the films we have received over the years of
our operation. This has proven to be a valuable resource, as it allows us to keep track of individual screen
practitioners development and also enables us to compile viewing programmes upon request. The screenings
that we compile are another valuable method of raising our profile.

Publicity and Promotional Materials
Our office in Salamanca is in the cultural hub of Hobart, so we have visibility via our presence there.

Our target audience is emerging and mid-level screen practitioners, recent graduates of TAFE or college,
graduates of tertiary training who have returned from interstate, and audiences that appreciate independent,
contemporary, screen based product. Our e-marketing and promotion reaches an audience of over 3000
people who have a demonstrated interest in the arts, and an audience of 1700 with a specific interest in the
screen industries, plus we have over 26 000 hits on our website per month. Tropfest, with it’s audiences of
2,500 is another great way to reach key audiences, and at every event we run or attend we promote future
activities, membership, and our funding partners upcoming opportunities.
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Treasurer’s Report

The funding agreements with Screen Tasmania and Screen Australia were renewed during 2010 for a
further three years. This is a welcome outcome as it gives significant benefits in terms of medium term
planning and development for the future. We sincerely thank these organizations for their support.

Wide Angle Tasmania is also pursuing other sources of external funding to maintain the high level of service
for our customers. This is particularly the case in the capital hungry area equipment hire which constantly
needs updating and capital expenditure.

The financial statements for the period 1st January 2010 to 31st December 2010 are attached. These
statements have been audited by WHK Denison. I advise that these accounts represent a fair presentation of
the financial affairs of the organization and that they are free from material misstatement and that all
accounting estimates made are reasonable in the circumstances.

The Income Statement for the organization shows a profit of $13 440 which is a major improvement from
the loss of $3 131 in 2010. This is after provisions including depreciation of equipment of $13 751 down
from $18 398 in 2010. The depreciation reduction is due to fewer asset items being replaced over the past
2 years something that will need to be addressed with additional capital expenditure in future years in order
to maintain quality hire equipment.

Total equity of the organization is $119 365 ($105 924 in 2010).

Current assets total $83 569 ($56 119 in 2010) and net current assets of $73 468 ($47 514 in 2010).

The organization is able to pay its debts as and when they fall due.

Larry Hude
Treasurer
Wide Angle Tasmania Inc.
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Industry and Strategic Partners for 2010

Wide Angle Tasmania is proud to have worked and collaborated with the following organisations, networks
and businesses in 2010;

Australian Broadcasting Corporation Tasmania
Australian Cinematographers Society – Tasmania Branch
Australian Film Television and Radio School (AFTRS)
Australian Teachers of Media
Beyond the Frame
Blue Rocket Productions
Big Hart - Creature Tales
Cinema Samedi
Collaboration
Convict City Rollers
Cooper Screen Academy
Devonport C-Max
Democratic Voice of Burma
Digital City Studios
Digital Suite
Edward Street Films
Exergaming
Falls Festival
Flickerfest
Hobart City Council (HCC)
Hobart Fringe Festival
iClaudius Workshops
Kickstart Arts
Midura Indigenous Cultural Centre,
My State
Richard Jupe Photography
RGB Republic
Rosny College
Salamanca Arts Centre (SAC)
Salamanca Sounds
Screen Development Australia (SDA)
Solid Orange
SPAA Fringe
State Cinema Hobart
Studio Be
Tasmanian Writers Centre (TWC)
TECC - Wireless Waterfront
The Hub
The Alley Cat
The Lower House
TropInc.
University of Tasmania
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WAT People

Wide Angle Tasmania Board as at 31st December 2010

Graham Gates Chair
Tony De Cesare Deputy Chair
Larry Hude Treasurer
Dianne Nicol Secretary
Sharon Connolly Board Member
Kate Nash Board Member
Kath Symmons Board Member
Daniel Speed Board Member
Carolyn Frichot Board Member
George Underwood Board Member

Staff 2010

General Manager Beverley Jefferson (Jan – August)
Abi Binning (October – ongoing)

Office Administrator Jo Collins & Jemma Gates
Admin Support Rose Schramm

Funding Partners and Sponsors 2010

Wide Angle Tasmania would like to thank our funding bodies and major sponsors of 2010.
Wide Angle Tasmania acknowledges the financial assistance of Screen Tasmania and Screen Australia.


